Introduction
The notion of the n-dimensional volume enclosed by n + vectors in a Banaeh space, E, was introduced by Silverman [12] , and some of the connections between higher dimensional volumes and geometric properties of E were studied in [13] and [6] . In particular, it was shown that a kuniformly rotund Banach space is super-reflexive and has normal structure. (Definitions are given below.) The present paper is a more detailed study of the relationships between enclosed volumes, super-reflexivity and normal structure of Banach spaces.
James proved in [9] that if E is not super-reflexive, then for every > 0 there are {Xl, x2} B, the unit ball of E, such that .Ac onsequence of Theorem 3.1 of [6] [6] , [7] .
The result of James says that every non super-reflexive Banach space contains subspaces arbitrarily close to l 2). James also proved [10] that an irreflexive space need not contain subspaces close to 13). Davis, Johnson and Lindenstrauss [3] and Davis and Lindenstrauss [4] have investigated the question of the "degree" of non-reflexivity of a space, E, and containment of subspaces close to l n). Using their methods, we give a sufficient condition for a Banach space to contain n-tuples of norm-1 vectors which behave somewhat like the unit vector basis of l "), i.e. have average close to 1 in norm and enclose a volume close to n n/2. Combining this with a result of Bellenot [1] we get a sufficient condition, in terms of the four dimensional (n), subspaces of E, for E to contain uniformly complemented p s.
The occurrence of the value n "/ is related to Hadamard's inequality. This is discussed in Section 2, where we give upper and lower bounds on the enclosed volume in terms of the distances between the vectors. These inequalities are used throughout the rest of the paper.
In Section 4 we take up the subject of normal structure. Loosely described, this is a geometrical property which guarantees that every weakly compact convex set K E has a "center of mass" and, consequently, every nonexpansive map from K to K has a fixed point [11] . We give a general sufficient condition in terms of average norms and enclosed volumes for E to be super reflexive and have normal structure. We also comment on the relation between our condition and properties implying normal structure which have been investigated by van Dulst [15] and Huff [8] .
We assume that the reader is familiar with the usual notions of Banach space theory. Notice that for x, y E we have that IIx-Yll sup (g,x) (g,y)
"g Here, and throughout the sequel, the symbol I'1 denotes the determinant.
Generalizing this, we define the 2-dimensional "area" enclosed by vectors
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James's technique has been generalized in another way by Davis, Johnson and Lindenstrauss [3] . A space, E, is said to have a local k-structure if there is a constant, M, so that for each integer, n, there are n elements, {Xi,,i2 ik}, {fj,,2: }, < i,, i2, i, < n, <J,,J2 Because of James's Theorem, a non-super reflexive space is one which admits a local 1-structure. Thus, if for some k, Rk(E) is not super-reflexive, then E admits a local (k + 1)-structure.
Another result of [3] is that if E admits a local k-structure then E contains subspaces arbitrary close to l] + 1)o Hence, in particular, if R(E) is not superreflexive, E contains subspaces arbitrarily close to l] 3). James gave an example of a space, F, which is not reflexive but has no subspace close to l 3). The preceding says that F**/F is super-reflexive.
There is some evidence that a space with R -(E) not super-reflexive in fact contains subspaces arbitrarily close to l n) for n 2. In [6] COROLLARY 6 . If E is non-reflexive and has no large tetrahedra, then E contains uniformly complemented lp(")'-a. 4 . Normal Structure Let C C E be a closed bounded convex set. We say C has normal structure if, for every non-empty closed convex H C C, either H is a singleton or else there is an x H such that sup{llx YlI'Y H} < diam(H) sup{llY y2ll'y, yz H}.
We say that the space, E, has normal structure in case every closed bounded convex subset of E has normal structure. It is known [1 l ] that if C is a weakly compact convex set with normal structure and T C --> C is a map such that for all x, y C, IITx Tyll < IIx YlI, then T has a fixed point in C.
If E is a Banach space lacking normal structure, then there must be a closed bounded convex K C E which is "abnormal", i.e., for every x K,
In [13] it was proved that an abnormal set cannot exist in a k-UR space. A more careful examination of the structure of an abnormal set yields the 
